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school discipline, is implicitly a confession of faith as to the
kind of character and personality that we seek to shape. The
difference between the traditionalist and the reformer, between
the humanist and the realist, between training for livelihood
and training for life, between rigid and free discipline, amounts
to a difference in the estimation of human values. When
school managers provide the means of teaching children how
to do sums and learn catechisms, but do not provide the
means of training the children in decent personal habits, they
exhibit their estimate of human values; in other words, they
exemplify their philosophy of life—a philosophy which makes
failure to do a sum in long division more serious than forming
dirty habits. The psychologist, as such, is in this case con-
cerned only with the mechanism of habit formation, whether
the habit of manipulating figures, or the habit of keeping the
mind and the body clean and sweet. The philosopher is
concerned with human values, and it is the philosophic attitude
that we must cultivate if we are to attack with fair hope of
success the problem of what to teach, and what else to aim at
in our teaching.
An example That every system of education has, as a matter
of fact, a philosophy, a general view of life, at the
root of it, could be illustrated by numberless instances—by
England's "public schools," by her municipal secondary
schools, by the operations of the Workers' Educational
Association, by the American high schools, by the Danish
Folk high schools, and so on. A very remarkable instance is
that of pre-war Germany, which provided a powerful object-
lesson in the close connection there can be between a philosophy
of life and a philosophy of education. That philosophy of life
was based upon the idea of Kultur—the great achievements and
creations of the German mind; its language, literature, art,
science, history. To be a thorough German meant acquiring
the elements of the national Kultur. Hence the tsaaasceiutent

